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Abstract
Informational videos serve as a crucial source of conceptual and procedural knowledge for many people.
While it is important to make informational videos instructive and engaging, editing such videos (e.g.,
trimming, overlaying text/image, etc.) can be difficult and time-consuming. Especially for novice video
editors, who often struggle with expressing and executing their editing ideas. We present ExpressEdit, a
system that facilitates editing informational videos via natural language text and sketching directly on
the video frame by interpreting multimodal editing commands and suggesting applicable edits. Powered
by a multimodal technical pipeline, the system interprets (1) temporal, (2) spatial, and (3) operational
references in an NL editing command and spatial references from sketching. This work offers insights
into building multimodal interfaces for video editing.
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1. Introduction

Informational videos are videos that introduce, explain, or demonstrate conceptual or proce-
dural knowledge [1, 2, 3]. They encompass a broad range of topics such as cooking, health,
programming, and craft, and can be produced in various formats (e.g., lecture, tutorial, q&a,
demonstration, etc.) [4, 5, 6, 7]. They have become a popular source of knowledge for many
people due to their rich and engaging content [5].

However, editing informational videos is a tedious task that involves carefully organizing the
footage, removing unnecessary parts, and finding and incorporating additional media assets
[4]. While popular commercial tools for video editing offer all the necessary instruments to
implement a variety of edits, for novices, these tools are difficult to learn and use, as they require
great manual effort and have steep learning curves [8, 9].

We investigate how multimodality – natural language (NL) and sketching – can be leveraged
in the informational video editing scenario. We conducted a formative study with 10 video
editors with diverse levels of expertise and collected 176 expressions of video editing requests in
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Figure 1: ExpressEdit is a multimodal system that enables users to edit videos using natural language
and sketch. (a) Users can see the imported video and (b) use the timeline to navigate the video. (d) Users
can describe an edit command using natural language in the edit description box and specify where in
the video frame to apply the edit using the (e) sketchpad. ExpressEdit processes the edit command and
(f) returns the result, showing the preview of the edit. (c) Users can manually revise resulting edits by
adjusting the edit operation and its parameters.

the form of NL texts, sketches, and media assets. Focusing on edit expressions that initiate edits
rather than revise or adjust applied edits, we found that editors feel comfortable expressing
their general editing requests through NL text and use sketching on top of the frame to indicate
specific locations or regions of interest.

Based on the findings from the formative study, we built ExpressEdit, a multimodal interactive
system for editing informational videos. It supports the expression of video editing requests
through NL text and sketching on top of a frame, and is powered by a computer vision and large
language model-based technical pipeline that comprehends and executes the edits by extracting
and interpreting three types of references from the multimodal command (Figure 1d,e): (1)
temporal location (e.g., “whenever he mentions laptop”), (2) spatial location within the frame
(e.g., “near the head”), and (3) references to edit operations and their parameters (e.g., “put a
text with the mentioned specifications of the laptop”). ExpressEdit also provides the breakdown
of the command into aforementioned types of references, as well as gives reasoning for each
generated edit. From a user study with three novice video editors, we found ExpressEdit makes
video editing more effective and allows the participants to try out several edit ideas efficiently.

2. Formative Study

To learn about (1) the role of natural language (NL) text and sketching in describing video editing
requests and (2) their use cases in editing informational videos, we conducted a formative study



with 10 video editors, where they were asked to express their edit requests that would improve
the informativeness and engagement of a given video. We call these expressions video editing
commands. We focused on editing expressions that initiate edits rather than revise or adjust
applied edits. We believe future work can build on top of the initial investigation.

We recruited five novices who had edited at least 2 videos and five experienced editors who
had edited at least 20 videos and 5 informational videos to cover a diverse range of editing
commands since edit expressions such as attention to detail and vocabulary used can vary
depending on the participant’s editing expertise. We chose five archived informational live
streams as raw footage for the study as they are usually unedited and closely resemble a
continuous stream of raw footage, which allows for tasks closer to real-world video editing
settings. To allow participants to describe their edit commands in both text and sketch, we used
Google Slides1, a popular slide authoring tool. We chose the tool because of its functionalities of
adding text, images, and shapes, which could be used in expressing edit commands. Participants
were also allowed to take a screenshot of a frame of the video and sketch over it. After the main
task, we conducted a short semi-structured interview to learn about the participant’s experience
performing the given task.

As a result, the collected 176 multimodal editing commands and the interview results revealed
several patterns of multimodal video editing request expressions and the role of each modality
provided within the tool. We found that the participants comfortably described video editing
intents using various modalities: NL text, sketch, image, and graphics. In almost all the
commands, the participants referenced moments (e.g., timestamps, visual content, verbal
content) in the video where edit should be applied using NL text. Furthermore, they
used both NL text and sketching on top of the frame to reference the spatial location
of the edits within the frame. The participants used NL text to describe edit operations
and their parameters. They mentioned the exact names of the operation (e.g., cut, text, image,
etc.) or mentioned the main purpose or intended effect of the edit (e.g., highlight, emphasize,
focus). For parameters of the edit operations, they gave either precise numbers or descriptions
(e.g., large text, slow zoom). Lastly, participants frequently iterated on their commands to make
them clearer by revisiting and redefining their expressions, for example, to make them more
precise or to keep the consistency between several editing commands.

3. ExpressEdit: Interface

Based on formative study findings, we designed ExpressEdit, a multimodal video editing tool
for editing informational videos. Our system interprets the user’s editing command in the form
of NL&S and suggests a set of edits with temporal location (where in the video timeline), spatial
location (where in the video frame), and edit operation & parameters (which edit and how). To
better understand the generated edits and iterate on the NL&S command, users can examine the
breakdown of the parsing results as well as the reasoning for the temporal & spatial location of
each generated edit. Additionally, users can manually adjust the generated edits by the system
or create their own edits.

1Google Slides
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(a) The examine panel

(b) The edit result panel (c) The summary panel

Figure 2: ExpressEdit returns three types of responses after processing the user’s edit command:
(a) The examine panel analyzes the user’s natural language command and shows which parts of the
input correspond to the description of temporal location, spatial location, and edit operation type and
parameters. (b) The edit result panel shows the preview of the resulting edit by providing a snapshot
of the edit together with explanations on why the segment was selected for the edit to apply. (c) The
summary panel allows the user to select edits the user wants to apply among generated edits.

3.1. User Scenario

To illustrate the envisioned user scenario of ExpressEdit, let’s follow Lia, a businesswoman
and a YouTube creator who wants to edit her video about entrepreneurship. She recorded
a talking-head video that she wants to make more concise, engaging, and informative using
ExpressEdit.

3.1.1. Creating a new edit

To start editing the video, Lia uploads her recorded footage to ExpressEdit and comes up with
the first edit she wants to implement. She presses the Add Tab button on the Tabs list and
creates a new layer on top of the video where she can apply edits. Edits within a single layer
will be of a single edit operation and cannot temporally intersect with each other.

3.1.2. Describing the edit with Natural Language & Sketch

Lia decides to add text captions whenever she mentions valuable advice or tips. In the Edit
description (Figure 1d), she types “whenever there is a mention of advice or a tip, put it as a
big white text with a transparent background on the bottom part of the frame”. Additionally, Lia
specifies the exact part of the frame where the text should appear using the Sketch function
(Figure 1e) and draws the bounding box on the bottom half of the frame. She presses Enter to
process the NL&S request and ExpressEdit provides (1) the breakdown of her command (Figure



2a), (2) a list of edits with respective reasoning and previews (Figure 1f) for each, and (3) a
summary of the processing results with the checklist of generated edits (Figure 2b). Along with
the summary, the system provides Get More Edits button that will generate more edits for the
same video editing command, Move to New Tab button which moves the set of edits to a new
tab (i.e., to a new layer on top of the video), and Previous Summary button which navigates
to the summary of the previous request (if one exists).

3.1.3. Examining the results

To determine if the system understood her NL&S editing command, Lia examines the parsing
results for the NL part. She looks at Parsing Results (Figure 2a) and sees that the parts of the NL
command have colored backgrounds. To see the breakdown of the parsing results, she presses
the Reference Breakdown and ExpressEdit shows Temporal (when) (i.e., “whenever there is
a mention of advice or a tip”), Spatial (where) (i.e., “bottom part of the frame”), Edit (what)
(i.e., “put it as a big white text”), and Parameters (how) (i.e., “big white text” and “transparent
background”) references within the NL command, which assures her that the parsing was
accurate.

3.1.4. Applying the generated edits

To decide on generated edits to apply, Lia quickly glances over the generated edits. For each
generated edit, she looks at the Reasoning (Temporal (when) and Spatial (where) aspects) and
Preview (Figure 2b) to decide if she wants to apply the edit. Additionally, the system allows
her to test the edit by quickly “turning it on and off” by toggling the radio button. After making
all the decisions on generated edits, Lia can press the Get More Edits button to ask for more
edits for the same command or manually adjust/add her own edits.

3.2. Edit operations

ExpressEdit supports seven edit operations: (1) text overlay, (2) image overlay, (3) shape overlay
(i.e., circle, rectangle, star), (4) cutting out segments of the video, (5) zooming in/out, (6) cropping
the video, and (7) blurring the video. We decided to focus only on visual edit operations as they
cover important categories of parameters (temporal, spatial, edit-specific) common to other
edit operations (e.g., audio-related edits, coloring edits). We believe this set of edit operations
effectively demonstrates the feasibility of implementing various edit operations based on NL&S
commands.

3.3. Implementation

ExpressEdit is implemented as a Web-based React2 application. The backend server is based on
Flask3, which hosted the videos along with their transcript and processed users’ requests. We
obtained all the videos and transcripts from YouTube using the youtube-dl package 4.

2React
3Flask
4youtube-dl
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Figure 3: Given a text and sketching edit command, our computational pipeline interprets its temporal,
spatial, and edit operation and parameter references to implement the edit.

4. ExpressEdit: Pipeline

We designed our pipeline to interpret natural language and sketch (NL&S) descriptions of an edit
(Figure 3). In order to facilitate the real-time interactions, we perform pre-processing to extract
frame-level and clip-level metadata from the video that ExpressEdit uses to reason about video
context. The metadata consists of segmentations of frames (based on Segment Anything model
[10]) for every 1-second of the video and textual description of each 10-second clip (based on
InternVideo [11] and BLIP-2 [12]) that are then summarized using GPT-3.5 [13]. The overview
of the pipeline can be found in Appendix A.

We first parse the NL request and divide the language command into (1) temporal reference
(i.e., any information in the NL command that could refer to a segment of the video), (2) spatial
reference (i.e., any information in the NL command that could refer to location or region in the
video frame), (3) edit operation reference (i.e., any information in the NL command that could
indicate an edit operation to use), and (4) edit parameter reference (i.e., any information in the
NL command that could refer to specific parameters of edit operation that was determined)
with GPT-4 [14].

We interpret the temporal references using GPT-4 by decomposing them into “positional”,
“transcript-based”, and “video-based” references, compiling all segments of the video that match



these references, and pass the candidate segments (i.e., edits) further along the pipeline.
To interpret the spatial references in NL we first categorize them based on their dependency

on the visual content of the video using GPT-4. For visual content-dependent references such
as NL references to a specific object in the video, we extract representative frames for each
candidate edit and then obtain the candidate spatial locations based on the segmentation that
has the highest cosine similarity with the given NL text reference and sketch (if provided) using
CLIP [15]. If no visual content-dependent references are detected and no sketch is given, we
designate the top-left corner of the frame as the candidate spatial location. Then, we refine
and resize each candidate spatial location with the visual content-independent spatial references
(e.g., left, top, etc.) using GPT-4.

Lastly, using GPT-4, we identify the edit operations that are most suitable for the request based
on edit operation references and our system’s available edit operations: “text”, “image”, “shape”,
“blur”, “cut”, “crop”, or “zoom”. Then, we identify the video editing parameters corresponding to
each predicted edit operation for candidate edits based on identified edit parameter references.
To get text and images that are more appropriate to the video for “text” and “image” operations,
we provide video context to guide the GPT-4 generation process of text and search query,
respectively.

5. Pilot Study

We conducted a pilot user study with three novice video editors to (1) preliminarily evaluate the
potential of ExpressEdit in supporting video editing workflows of novices and (2) obtain early
feedback on the design of the system. The participants were allowed to freely use ExpressEdit for
25 minutes and edit a talking-head video about entrepreneurship5 to make it more informative
and engaging. We followed the think-aloud protocol and asked the participants to share their
thoughts while editing the video.

During the pilot studies, we observed that novice video editors could intuitively use Ex-
pressEdit to generate multiple edits based on their natural language and sketch (NL&S) com-
mand. When requesting new edits, the participants first confirmed that the NL&S editing
command was understood correctly with examine panel (Figure 2a) that appears before any
generated edits. Then, the edit result panel (Figure 2b) and ‘turning on and off’ feature allowed
novices to quickly judge and add edits to the video. Furthermore, they were able to manually
revise the generated edits by adjusting the edit operation and parameters. Additionally, the par-
ticipants appreciated the convenience of applying edits with NL&S which effectively alleviated
the manual efforts of making edits from scratch and allowed them to try out several edit ideas
efficiently.

Since the pilot study lasted only 25 minutes, the participants made a few NL&S requests and
spent the rest of the time applying the generated edits. Thus, we did not observe any notable
use of the summary panel (Figure 2c), probably, due to its role of facilitating the management
of many edits and the navigation between several NL&S requests. Additionally, because of
the iterative nature of video editing, the participants had to constantly scroll through multiple
panels whenever they wanted to turn on or off a specific generated edit. Since this behavior

5The video used for pilot study: How To SURVIVE As An Entrepreneur
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made them feel less efficient, they wished for more effective support for navigation between
generated edits.

6. Conclusion

We propose ExpressEdit, a multimodal video editing system that allows users to edit videos
using natural language (NL) text and sketching on top of a video frame. The design of our
system is motivated by findings from the formative study and the analysis of 176 multimodal
expressions of edit requests. ExpressEdit can comprehend video editing commands and generate
edits based on a technical pipeline comprised of CV and large language models that extracts
and interprets (1) temporal, (2) spatial, and (3) operational references in an NL editing command
and spatial references from sketching. Early feedback from the pilot study (N=3) suggests that
ExpressEdit has the potential to greatly facilitate the expression of video editing intents for
novice video editors.
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A. Overview of the pipeline

Figure 4: Our computational pipeline can be split into offline and online components. Stage 0 represents
the video pre-processing stage. Stages 1 - 4 represent the online components that use GPT-4 for NL
command parsing and a CLIP module for the interpretation of spatial references specifically in Stage
2. The diagram illustrates the pipeline at inference time assuming all the video metadata has been
generated in the pre-processing stage — processing a user’s natural language and sketch input to
generate edit suggestions throughout the timeline.
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